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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Since Giaev1:1r (1) first·used tunnelil\g to. directly measure the 
energy gap and density of states of ,superconductc;>rs, tunneling betw:een . 
superconductors or between.a superconductor and a nc;>rmal, metal 'has been 
a sensitive probe to the superconducting state. ' Superconducting tunnel,.. . 
ing junctions have,also been used in very sensitive gaussmeters and 
voltmeters and in,precise determination of fundamental constants (2 ... 5)~ · 
Because of the.low s~itching .time between the pair·tunneltng and single 
particle tunneling states, tunneling junctions have been proposec;l as. 
computer elements in log~c operations (6). 
The tunneling tecl:mique is used . in · this · study to, mea~ure. changes 
in the supercop.ducting state.due to. a ferromagnetic film in contact with 
the superconductor, and it iEI found that there is an energy spread of 
the superconducting state which decreases with increasing distancl;!,from 
the magnetic film. 
Tunneling junctions are fabricated so that the supercdnducto:r and 
normal metal.or other superconductor are separated by a very thin 
0 (10 ... SOA) insulating barrier. Current: across.the insulator is classically 
forbidden, but: the tunneling current that is measured is understood on 
the basis of wave mechanics and th.e fundamental impossibility of .pre-. 
cisely locating a particle in space. The significant probability that. 
the current carrying particle will appear on the other side o.f the in-
2 
sulating barrier gives , rise to _a measurable current~- · 
The power of the.tunneling technique,arises.from_:tts e~ergy dis, 
cri:mination. The,most.probable mechanism for a particle, to tunnel 
across the barrier is one which does not·require racliati~~ or-absorption 
of .. en.ergy and energy is therefore conserved. If ,an arbitrary emf V is 
applied·across the barrier, the ene+gies ofiparticles of charge q on, 
one· side of the barrier are· changed with respect to ·some· energy -level on 
the other side by an a.mount qV, Thus tunneling curt-ent into any energy 
level can be studied by choosing the proper emf. 
In addition to the tunnelip.g :mechanbm other factors i11fluencip.g 
tunneling probability are.the numb~rs of available pal:'ticles ancl of 
available states into which the particl.e can tunnel. Since calculations 
of the probability of the energy.conserving mechanism on' the.basie of 
simple. mode.l.s are· insensitive to energy, the structure in. tunneling 
ctirt"ent'"'.'voltage. charactet"ist:l,cs is primarily due to variation with . 
en,ergy of. the number of states pdlr unit enetgy •. 
The junctions may be point contac~s on.bulk.material or thin films, 
but the most·com:mon 1 for:m.is·an insulating bar:i:-ier l>etween.two thin 
fil.ms (7-10). The thin insulating barrier is usually produced 011 th:f,.n 
films by oxidation of.the f:f,.rst layer: exposing the film to the atmos-. 
phere, heating in a"Q oxygen atmosph,ere, or _exposing to a glqw discharge, 
in oxygen.(1, S, ],1-13). The surfa<re.·ox:f,.dation process hae been studied. 
i11·detail.for Pb (14-16).-Pol.y:mer.fil:ms have also been used as insulating 
barriers (17-18). 
The theory of.superconductivity proposec;l by Bardeen, Cooper and. 
Schrieffer (],9) was the.first to successfully predict th~ wealth of 
macroscopic effects which .had been observed in te~s of-a microscopic. 
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theory. They simp:Uf ied the basic mechanism of. an attractive interac-. 
tion between electrDns via lattice vibrations to.an instantl:lneous, small 
attractive potential, and were then able to predict that·when a material 
goes from the normal.state to the superconducting state, th~ highest 
energy electrons (near the Fermi level} condense in pairs into•a new 
state an energy A per electron below the Fermi energy, and a gap of.A 
either side of the fermi energy appears in.the excitation spectrum. 
The most obvious feature of the current vs. voltage characteristic 
of a tunneling junc~ion between·superconductors is t11.e result-of this 
superconducting energy gap. For applied voltages such that eV < 2A the 
tunneling currents are very low, and at 2A gap the current suddenly in-
creases as the superconducting pairs on one side of the junction can 
break up and tunnel int~ the empty states c;>n the other side. The· energy 
gaps of various materials have been measured and the,temperat~re depend-
ence has been compared with the.BCS theory (20-26}. The tunnel,.irig 
tec~nique has been used. to measure the energy gap in _crystall:J,ne and 
amorphc;,us materials and in alloys (27-29}. 
The sensit:l.vity of the tunnel,.ing technique.became apparent in the 
investigation of the electron-pho11on.interaction, In 1961 Giaever (21} 
reported smal+ but; significant. (- 10%} deviations.in the_ density of 
states of Pb from that predicted by the BCS theory. Since it had been 
suggested by Anderson (30) that there might· be effects.of phonon. 
scattering in the anomalous heavy metal superconductors, there was 
simulta.neous ·experimental ·and theQretical activity to describe the ob-. 
servations in-terms of assumed densities of phonon states and the Eliash-
berg (31) theory (31-40). This generalized theory of superconductivity 
predicts a complex energy gap and,a density of-states which are.functions 
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of energy by taking into account an electron-phonon interaction which is 
not s.mall and is retarded in time. McMillan and Rowell (41) were suc-
cessful in devising a method to invert the Eliashberg equat::t..ons and 
generate the density of phonon states from the experimental data, These 
results have been compared to those derived from neutron diffractiot). 
data in Pb (42)~ Some discrepancies have been identified as defects in 
the modeLused to reduce the neutron diffraction data and resolved with 
more complete neutron diffractio1;1 data (43-46). Phonon effects have 
been detected and analyzed in weak-coupling superconductors in addition 
to the further investigation of the heavy metals (24, 47-51), 
Another effect which is observed in the I-V characteristic.,of a 
tunneling junction between two superconductors was·predicted theoretical-
ly by Josephson (52), and first c+early observed and characterized by 
Anderson and Rowell (53, 54), ln the de Josephson effect, a tunneling 
supercurrent can be observed with no voltage appearing across the junc-
tion. This current has a maximum value which is sensitive to.magnetic. 
fields on the order of a gauss.and shows.a Fraunhofer diffractipn like 
dependence on them (55, 56). For current levels higher than this maxi-
mum the junction switches to conduction by the single particle mechanism 
with the resultant appearance of an emf across the junction, The usual 
maximum supercurrents reported by many observers (33, 53, 54, 57-61) are 
significantly reduced by the self-field of the current, strong coupling 
effects in the superconductors, and thermal noise (16, 55, 59-64). It· 
has been shown that a noise voltage across the junction appears because 
of thermal fluctuations of the supercurrent (65, 66). Paramagnetic.im-
purities can also reduce the maximum supercurrent (67), Dynes and Fulton 
(68) have used the variations from the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern to 
experimentally determine profiles of the supercurrent density across 
tunneling junctions. 
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The exposure of .a junction in which pair tunneling is observed to 
microwave radiation induces current steps in the tunneling I-V charac-
ter.istic around zero bia.s at equally spa.cedvoltag~s Vn = rmw/2e where n 
is an integer. These pair tunneling steps were first observed by 
Shapiro (69) after the experiment was suggested by Josephson (64). Cur-
rent steps have also been observed in the vicinity of the energy gap 
with 6V • 'nw/e and are·due to photon-assisted single.particle tunneling 
(70). Both of these effects have been described in detail including the 
dependence upon rf voltage (69-76). Because of the direct relationship 
betweexi the junction voltage and the rf frequency in the ac Joseph$on 
effect, Langenberg ~· al. (5, 77) have used the interaction in a pre-
cise measurement of the fundamental constant h/e. 
Tunneling junctions can also radiate by a pair tunneling process 
where the emitted photon has energy 2eV, where Vis the emf between 
sides of the junction. Because of the lower probability of tunneling 
with photon emission, the c4rrents are much lower than in the direct 
process, but Fiske (78, 79) was able to obs.erve current sit:eps in the 
microvolt region corresponding to electromagnetic.resonant frequencies 
of the junction dimensions. The emitted radiation corresponding to one 
of these modes was detected by Yanson (80) at a power level on the order 
of 10-14 W. Noise and bandwidth effects in this radiation have been 
considered (81, 82). Kamper and Zimmerman (83) have recently proposed 
using the bandwidth of this radiation as a thermometer in the millidegree 
range. 
It now appears that another striking feature of superconducting 
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tunneling junctions is due to self-detection of the emitted radiation 
(84). A current step in the_I-V c~racteristic at eV = A was reported· 
and at first.explained in terms of a multiparticle tunneling mechanism 
(85~88). · However, other structure was soon encountered by Yanson and 
collaborators (89) in the I-V characteristic _at further voltages 
eV • 26./n where V is the junction emf associated wi~h the nth subhar-
n n 
manic, and.was observed by many investigators for n·as high as 12 (8, 
90, 91). The multipartic].e tunnel:{.ng model _could not satisfactorily 
describe the occurrence of the higher submultiples nor the hi8h proba-
bility of the effect. Harmonic.generation of applied rf. power has been 
observed, substantiating the non-linearity of the ac effect and the 
self-detection model (92). 
In thick films a.struc;,ture around the ·energy gap which is periodic 
in voltage was discovered in tunneling measurements by To~aseh (93). 
The·geometrically dependent periodicity is explained as·intetference of 
electron-like and hole-,like excitations of equal energy and.nearly equal 
k. vectors (94, 95). At much higher energies Jaklevic et. &~ (96) re-
port the observation of detail in the 0.4 to 1.2 volt .range of tunneling 
charactei;istias due ·to resonance of electron k vectors with the film 
thickness. This effect was observed in both normal and superconducting 
films. 
When in addition to the supercon<;lucting films and the-presumably 
inert insulating barrier, other materials are in the vicinity of the 
gap, numerous interactions take place depending upon the concentration, 
location and type .of impurity. Jaklevic and Lambe (97 ,- 98) have studied, 
extensively molecular impurities within the barrier layer by the interac-
ti.on ·of the vibrational modes of the moleaiile and the tunneling electron. 
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The additional tunneling mechanism which becomes active at eV = 2!5. +'l'iw , 
0 
where nw is the energy of.the vibrational mode, is reflected in an in-
o 
creased conductance in the tunneling characteristic. The work has been 
extended to vibrational modes of oxides (99). Caswell (100) found that 
specific gaseous impurities present during depositions of Sn films. 
altered their magµetic transitions, but in other studies (61) even 
higher gaseous impurities in Pb have not altered the tunneling charac-
teristics. Inclusion of Cu, Ag and Au impurities in Sn films contri-
butes to crystalline disorder, increases the transition temperature and 
alters the phonon induced density of excited states structure, as would 
be expected since the crystalline disorder modifies the phonon spectrum 
(28). 
A possibly related effect appears in normal metal tunneling junc-
tions [studied extensively by Giaever ~· al. (101)] where the dynamic 
resistances have been observed to have a temperature dependent peak 
about zero junction volt~ge (102, 103). This zero bias anomaly has been 
explained in terms of magnetic impurities within the .barrier layer, and 
recent experiments with paramagnetic and ferromagnetic materials have 
shown the effect (104-107)~ However, another mechanism involving the 
capacitance of small particles of the impurities has been proposed and 
given experimental support by Zeller and Giaever (108). 
Magnetic impurities within the superconductor have been found to 
strongly decte1;tse the transition temperature of superconductors, and a 
region of impurity concentration was predict(:\d for which the excitation 
spectrum of the superconducting state is gapless (109-111). Due to the 
long range order of the superconducting state, the case of surface im-
purities on a thin superconducting film is closely related to the case 
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of included impurities. For example, Wolf and Reif (112), who·· studied 
0 0 
both surface and included impurities, found that 15A of Fe on a SOOA In 
film completely eliminated the gap in the energy spectrum. A.theory of 
the superconductor-magnetic ·alloys has been obtained by extension from 
McMillan's (113) theory of superconductor-normal metal proximity effect 
(114). The latter case with the characteristic induced gap in the nor-
mal metal has been.studied extensively in experiment and theory (114-
122). There is disagreement in the measurem~nts on superconductors.in 
cont1;Lct with f~rrimagnetic, ferromagnetic or anti-ferromagnetic materials 
as to the magnitudes of the depression of the critical temperature and 
the smearing of the energy gap (112, 123-126). The details of sample 
preparation including the presence of thin barriers, or diffusion of the 
metals are probably responsible (119, 127) • 
Hauser and collaborators (121, 124, 128, 129) are responsible for 
intensive experimental work on the subject of magnetic-superconductor 
thin film sandwiches. In his 1967 paper using the tunneling tecqnique 
to measure the density of states at the center of the gap as a function 
of temperature, Hauser obtained a relationship which, when normalized 
to the transition temperature of the composite sandwich, is independent 
of the metal applied to the sandwich whether a ferromagnetic or normal 
metal, in agreement with a theory by Fulde and Maki (130). 
The experimental and theoretical analysis of metal-superconductor 
sandwiahes typically considers the density of states of the supercon-
ductor to be modified by the same amount throughout its thickness. It 
is well known that although the superconducting state is non-local, its 
extent, characterized by the cohe.rence length t;, is on the order of film 
thicknesses used in experiments. This variation of the states. induced 
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by the presence of the magnetic ·film is experimentally verified in this 
study, and allows a direct measure of~. 
Expecting a phonop.-assisted tunneling analogy to the Dayem-Martin 
(70) effect of photon ..... assisted tunneling, early investigators· (10, 132, 
133) irradiated superconducting tunneling junc~ions with phonons of 
microwave frequencies and looked far a step-like structure in the ·tunnel-. 
ing charactei;:istic.· However, there were no cl~arly defined steps in the 
measured change.in current oI(V) with application of acoustic power• 
although the change in current was claimed to be conclusively identified 
as phonon-assisted tunneling (133). Other investigators measured. a 
similar variation of .. oI (approximately. proportional. to d2I/dV2) with a 
different power dependence at higher powers (134, 135). Cohen (136) 
extended the calculation .of the effec~ of a.periodic perturbation on the 
superconductor to. include.the Eliashberg electron-phonon interaction, 
and accounts fqr some discrepancies between experiment and theory. 
Tunneling junctions have been .used as ·generators .. and detectors of 
incoherent phonons in some experiments that pypass ·the piezoelectric· 
ti::ans4ucer and its frequency limitations (137-139). In Eisenmenger's 
(137) experiment the phonons generated when·electrons recombine to form 
Cooper.pairs propagate down a sapphire rod and impinge on ano~her junc-
tion to.excite a pair of electrons act;oss the energy gap and increase 
their tunneling probability. The-phonon generation mechanism is dis-
cussed by Trewordt (140). The·experiments by Schulz and Weis (139) in 
which heat pulses are detected with superconducting tunnel junctions 
show that these devices are suitable detectors 9f phonons above the· 
energy.gap. 
CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
Sample Preparation 
The tunnel junctions used throughout this study were produced using 
thin film techniques in an oil diffusion pumped evaporation systeni., A 
Figure 1, Typical Tunneling Junction Sample 
typical.sample is shown in Figure 1. The substrate is a section of a. 
microscope slide which has gold contact: areas baked on prior to junction 
fabrication, The evaporated lead stripe O is oxidized by heating or 
exposure to a glow discharge in an.oxygen atmosphere. This produces an 
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insulating barrier at the surface over which the cross stripes are 
evaporated t~ form a sandwich: superconductor-insulator-superconductor 
or S-I-S, Another metal~ic film, normal or ferromagnetic metal~ may be 
evaporated at-any point in the processing introducing that material into 
the sandwich, Such combinations as M·S~I·S, S•M•I•S, ~nd S•I•S•M have. 
been used. 
Substrate Pre,aration 
The-substrates are formed by scribing standard 1" x 3" microscope 
slides with a diamond tip scriber.and breaking to the 3/8" x 1~" size, 
Bright Gold, an °Englehard product, is then painted on the substrates 
with an artist's brush and fired at -550°C for 2 hrs to form the contact 
' . 
areas, Theidentif:f,.cation nUJD.ber is put on the substrate with Bright 
Gold also, 
The substrates are cleaned by individually scr'ubbing each one in a 
hot -Alconox solution and placing them in a Teflon holde.r which is de-
signed to contact only two edges of the glass and allow free, draining, 
All handling is done with tweezers to prevent skin oils frqm contamin-
ating the glass surface, The holder is kept immersed in water ·so the 
substrates are never allowed tp dry after the first scrub, The end of 
the. subst_rate upon which the film will be evaporated is oriented upward 
so that contaminates will drain away from that area, The-procedure 
then is as follows: the initial scrub, two washes in hot Alconox·solu~ 
ti.on, two hot tap water rinses, three distilled water rinses, an ethyl 
alcohol rinse and a degreaEJing with isopropyl alcohol vapor, Two 
beakers are reserved for the cleaning operation and the.cleaning steps 
are alternated between them, Each is carefully rinsed.twice with the 
12 
solvent to be used in the next cleaning step before filling with that 
solvent. 
Vacuum ap.4·Gas Handling Apparatus 
The vacuum system which is diagrammed in Figure 2 has a pumping 
speed measured with o2 of one liter/sec:at 10-3 torr~ ultimate pressure 
-7 
near 3 x 10 torr without.a prior bake out and a pressure during 
-6 
evaporation of Pb films less than 2 x 10 • The liquid nitrogen cold 
finger is chilled contint1.ously except for oc;casional degass periods. 
Gases for oxidation or sputtering can be admitted td the ·system 
either in continuous ·flow or measured amounts. Contr.ol of the .flow rate. 
is achieved by regulating the pressure of the gas admitted to the flow 
capillary. This capillary was drawn so that argon pressures of O - 50 
psi.above atmospheric pressure produce system pressures of 10 - 200 
microns at maximum.pumping rates. Fine control of pressu~e is achieved 
by using the gate·value to. throttle the pump\ng rate. Discrete amounts. 
of gases may be admitted by filling the metric capillary to. a partict1.lar 
pressure and opening it ,to the system. The capillary has an approx'imate .. 
volume of 70 mm3 and one capillary at·32 psi above atmospheric pressure 
produces a system pressure of lOO microns with the gate-valve closed. 
Gas can.be admitted at high flow rates by flowing through the metric 
capillary and controlling the flow rate with the needle valve on the 
oxygen regulator. Gas pressures are routinely measured with the thermo~. 
couple gauge. 
Evaporations 
The supercondµcting films of lead, the material which is common to 
Thermocouple 
gauge 
2" gate valve 
Ion gauge 
Inlet valve 
Flow 
capillary 
Metric 
capillary 
to 
forepump 
o2 cylinder 
Cold trap ll I l' , . '-,, =:>___..! r . f;::J - J I ) Glass diffusion 
pump 
Figure 2. Diagram of Vacuum and Gas Handling System 
..... 
l,.) 
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all of the tunnel junctions used in this study, are evaporated from the 
tungsten. boat .shown in the lower part of Figure 3. The uncertain· evapo--
ration rate during heating and cooling of the boat is avoided by shut-
tering the vapor except for timed intervals when the boat temperature 
0 has stabilized.· The usual evaporation rate is approximately BOA/sec. 
The other metallic films· are evaporiated from the filament, usually 
tungsten, which is supported from the upper plate of the vacuum chamber. 
Because of the low current capabi).ity of the feedthroughs, the filament· 
is smali and therefore the amount of material which can.be evaporated is 
restricted to a few milligrams. The small charge and the lack of shutter· 
between the substrate and the filament necessitat.e degassing below the 
melting point of the charge and the actual evaporatioq. is perfo'nned 
within.l to 10 seconds depending on the charge size. During this rapid 
-5 
evaporation the system pressure may rise to 10 torr. The table lists 
details of standard evaporation procedures. 
Both evaporation sources are well shielded to reduce the plating of 
other parts of the chamber, and contamination of .subsequent ·films. There 
have been no measurable effects of the contamination of.Pb•I•Pb junctions 
with Fe although the Fe may have been evaporated immediately before the 
Pb, 
The molybdenum masks which define the metal,lic stripes are held by a 
rotating platform which has room for five masks, The proper mask is 
selected by rotating the iron mask control rod with a permanent magnet 
and the platform being fastened to a common shaft rotates also, Spring 
te,nsion holds the mask in position during evaporation, 
A number of masks producing a range of stripe widths from 0.127 mm 
to 1.6 mm have been used. Another set of masks produces films with two 
Ma.te~ial Evaporated 
Pb: Marz grade Pb from. 
Materials .Research Corp, 
severely etched in a mix-
ture.of equal parts.hy-
drogen peroxide and . 
glacial acetic acid. A 
slight amount of acetic 
acid in the rinse prevents 
build up of scale which 
covers the surface of the 
molt.an charge. 
Fe!· 0.005" 99.995% Fe 
wire from Alfa. 9r 1136 
Standardizing wire from 
.. J" Tr-Bake-r. 
Ni: 0 • .005'' .99.97% from 
Alpha. 
TABLE I 
'STANDARD EVAPORATION PROCEDURES 
·Source 
boat: ~" JC 4'' x .005" 
.. hot zone-dimple t~ng.....-. 
ste.n boat .from .R.D .. 
Mathis · Cempally. 
filament.:.- Three 
0.010" tungst~~ wires 
twisted together or 
one 0.02011 tungsten 
wire. 
• 
Power 
18 VAC (var·iable trans-
former setting) 3.5 - 4.2A 
, to primary of current 
transf o.rmer. ' 
65 VAC approx. l.OA to 
prima_ry of .6. 3 -V; ISA 
filament transformer. 
Notes 
Degass at·same power-level 
with shutter closed • 
Deg-ass -at; 0-. 6.A,, approx. 35 
: VAC~ ·:Switch, power on 
quickly and off after ·Min-
imum.evaporation time to 
reduce heating effects •. ·· 
I-' 
V1 
glass pipe~--~ 
6" ID x 12" 
mask platform_---------'----' 
iron.rod 
for shutter 
control 
shutter ----11-1-1---N---11--' 
Pyrex shield --~----N 
16 
heater 
------ thermistor 
----- upper 
feedthroughs 
____ __.,_______ substrate 
___ .._ __ discharge 
'electrode (-) 
.,.... ___ current lea~s · 
for filament 
t:!:±~~~-1--- filament 
__ .._ ___ glass shield 
...__ _ _._ ___ high current 
feedthroughs 
Figure 3. Evaporation Chamber 
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of the cross stripes oriented at± 45° angles from the long'stripe and 
arranged to intersect within the area of the long stripe. These cross 
stripes.are evaporated at different times to form a three layer sand-
wich with two junctions on either side of the long stripe and no direct 
tunneling between the cross stripes. The third cross stripe has the 
same configuration as those in Figure 1, and is formed simultareously 
with one of the angled stripes. 
Film Thickness Measurement 
An optical interference technique is used .for absolt:/,te thickness 
measurement. A half-silvered prqof plate is placed within a few optical 
wavelengths to the film and is illuminated with monocbromatic,light. 
Interference between the light ref:l,.ected from the proof plate.and that 
reflected from the film produce light and dark bands across the surface •. 
The resultant pattern is a contour map of the film surface with each 
fringe representing an additional separation of the film and proof plate 
by one half wavelength of the illuminating light. The thickness of the 
film can. then be meas.ured by comparing the displacement in the fringe 
patte:i;n at the f:ilm edge to the separation of the fringes. Since.there 
is a change in phase upon reflection of light from surfaces which is 
dependent upon the nature of the surface, the film edge which is to be 
measured should be overlayed with another film to avoid false shifts 
due to the difference in reflect.ad phase between the film surface and 
the underlying surface. This requirement is relaxed for large fringe 
shifts and .fo:t the cases when the measured film and the underlying film 
are the same material. 
A Unitron BMEC microscope with interference accessories is used to 
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produce:. Pol~ir,oid photpg:raphs. of '!tfringe, pa.tterns witll 6440A light which 
is trartsmitte4 through ;an interference filter.. The fringe separations 
and displacements are measured from the photograph~ If ·a precision .much 
less than. one hundred Angstroms is, requitE1.d, consta.nt 'density cont<;:>tirs 
may.be plqtted. fr<;:>m the photograph and the,fringe·shift tneasured more 
accurately than with "eyeba,J,.l" determinations. The.Unitron m:i,.c:rosaope 
is used as a·diffuse reflecting densitometer by eliminating spec~lar 
reflection with crossed polarizers at1.d mounting a phot:odi6de on one of 
the eyepieces, The·objectivEl. power and the fiel,d stop of the·Kohler. 
illumination system determine the area sampled for the density measure-
o 
ment. Figure 4 · shows C\:>nstant density contours of a 98A Fe film with Pb 
overlay; the step in the fringe pattern' is well .resolved.. An optimum 
spot·diameter seems to be 0,4 nun which is just large.enough.to average· 
over the ·film granularity. · 
For films· so thin that .the interference technique .. is no longer use-
ful, another thickness calibration is us.ed. The mass of. the film de-
posited on.the shield surrounding the tungsten filatnent is measured. by 
weighing the ·shield both with the film and after etching the film away, 
A Mettler MS microbalance having a reprod:ucibility on.the order.of 10 
micrograms·insures one percent resolution on all of ·the films thicknesses 
encountered in this study, The 9alibration,between sample. film thick-
ness and shield film mass has been determined with sample fi,lms thick 
o· 
enough for good interference determination and is 58A/mg for Fe, 
Oxidation Techniques 
The.insulating barriers in t1tnneling junctions have been produced 
by forming monolayers of organic mo]..ecules, polytnerizing molecu,les and 
a 
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evaporating layers of inorganic compounq.s~ but the most common tecliniques 
involve some method of .oxidation of the metallic films~_such as exposure 
to air, heating in air or oxygen. or · exposur.e · to a glow d;t'.scharge in .. a 
low .pressure.oxygen-atmosphere (13, 84)~- The primary method chosen.was 
the glow discharge oxidation .since the method introduces fewer contamin~ 
ants. 
Oxygen is a~itted to the vacuum syste~ to a pressure of 50 - 300 
microns of Hg, a high voltage discharge.is initiated and.the ionized: 
oxygen -atoms are ·allowed to fall upon the su'I'.face ~£ the .fil,.m. The 
process requires only, a few secqnds, the exact oxidation time depending 
upon the gas pressure, th~ discharge cur.rent, and geometry, and the 
tunneling resistance de~ired. 
There has been an evol~tion of.the discharge:elect,rode configura-
tion as problems have ari$en in the.oxidation process. The. first 
electrode was a stripe .of Pb foil .wrapped arounc;l a ·circle .for~ed of . 
glass rod and suspended in·the vic;Lnity of the present electrode'loca-
t:1.on (see Figure 3). The negative terilittal of the high voltage was con-
nected to the electrode and the positive terminal.to the upper chamber 
pla~e~ The barriers formed with.this arrangement showed shorts and e:x;...,. 
cess ctir1;ents, and other signs of -non-uniform barriers as is discussed . 
in·Chapter III,· with a marked_increase.in such.symptoms with increasing 
discharge voltage. The hypothesis being that high energy ions damage 
the extremely thin oxide layer, an_electrode arrangement.to shield the 
film from i<;>ns in direct paths from the electrode .. was made by wrapping 
the electrode foil outside.a glass cylinder·which served as tile shield~ 
There was a significant·reduction in apparent inhomogeneities with this. 
geometry. 
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When sputtering of iron was attempted, the.need for more electrodes 
and good.shielding between them forced another change in the.electrode 
design, Oxidation electrodes were lead or aluminUlll,.chosen.for its low 
sputtering rate, wrapped around glass tubes and.inserted ip slotted 
aluminum or stainless steel tubes. The diameter of the tubes was chosen 
to insure that the distance between the electrodes and the grounded 
tubes was always smaller than the,cathode dark space.for all discharge 
conditions anticipated, and thus to prevept discharge or sputtering from 
any part of the electrode except at the tube slots (141·), The sputter-
. . 
ing electrodes. of iron were the same design. This design gave variable 
results for oxidation of Pb films, Excess currents were still present· 
in many films, while some showed ideal characteristic~. The exposed 
ironelectrode was subject to secondary sputtering, a·visible deposit· 
forming on a piece of microscope slide placed near the electrode during 
one test discharge, The deposit 110 longer appeared when the iron 
electrode was gro1,.1nded, 
Duri11g tests to determine causes for the variability of oxidation 
results, much attention was given to impurities in the oxygen atmosphere, 
Variations in the composition of the component gases were detected quali-
tatively by spectral means, A 15,000 line/inch diffraction grating was 
taped in front of the lens 9f a Polaroid llOA camera, and the discharge. 
photographed through a slit. Theimage of the slitand the spectrum 
then appear on.the resulting print as shown for two cases in Figure 5, 
The impurity lines visible in the. figure were reduced by.flowing the 
oxygen.and pumping continuously, or by cooling the oxygen line with 
liquid nitrogen, by leaving the nitrogen trap open to the sya~em and 
closing off the diffusion p1,.1mp. Since the contaminants are pumped by 
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liquid nitrogen c~illed surfaces, water in the oxygert and adsorbed upon 
surfaces is thought to be the primary constituent. As a standard pro-
cedure the surfaces are cleaned by a predischarge at much higher cur-
rents than oxidation. If the contaminants are still coming from the 
surfaces as indicated by a change of color of the positive column from 
the normal yellow green of the pure gas discharge to a ·bluish color, the 
gas is pumped off and the process is repeated until the pure color re-
mains as long as the expected oxidation period~ 
~ IIIIU1 I 
f ,, , I . I 
slit UV red 
Figure -s. Spectra From Glow Discharge With and -Without ·con-
taminant Lines Visible · 
The electrode design in Figure 3 is the result of an effort to re-
duce shorts, and inhomogeneities further and increase the consistency of 
the tunneling characteristics. The mask holder which surrounds the film 
is grounded to the upper chamber plate which served in the previously 
discussed designs as the positive electrode. Since there is a e.m.f. 
difference measured to be 10 - 20 volts between the positive column of 
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the glow discharge and the positive electrode, there is a relatively high 
electric field in the immediate vicinity of the positive electrode and 
therefore the film which is being oxidized (142). Thus negatively 
charged particles could be accelerated to an energy of several eV before· 
colliding with the surface of the oxide, possibly damaging it. With the 
positive electrode separated from the ground plate, the potential of the 
top plate floats about.20 volts negative with respect to the positive 
electrode and the resulting junctions show no exces1;1 current and very 
nearly ideal characteristics similar to those produced by thermal oxida-:-
tion. 
Thermal oxidation proceeds in an atmosphere of oxygen at atmospheric 
pressure and at elevated substt?"aj:e·temperatures. After evaporation of 
the one Pb film, the vacuum chamber is filled with oxygen and a. flow is. 
established from the oxygen tank out through the upper plate seal. The 
0 
substrate is brought quickly to 50 C by applying 120 VAC to the substrate 
heater, after which the substrate heater voltage is reduced to 24 VAC 
and the temperature as detected by the thermistor stabilizes very near 
to S0°c. The film is hold at·that·temperature for enough time to pro-
duce the desired junction resistance: 2 iipproxima tely 1. Sn ,for 1 mm 
junction and 3 hour exposure, the resistance increasiµg roughly as the 
square of oxidation time. At 100°c the oxidation time is reduced about 
a factor of ten. After the heater is turned off, the substrate is 
allowed to cool'about 3 hours to 30 - 33°C before the oxygen flow is 
stopped and the gas is pumped off. Pumpdown after thermal oxidation is· 
very slow, usually 30 minutes to 1 x 10-5 torr, at which time evaporat-
.· -6 
ing some of the Pb charge will reduce the pressure quickly to 4-6 x 10 
torr. The second layer of Pb is then evaporated. 
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The uniformity of resistance between junctions is very high with 
less than 20% variation between equal area junctions indicating that the 
uniformity within one junction should be correspondingly high. The,in-
terjunction resistance variation is much higher for glow discharge oxi~ 
dation processes, due to the geometry of the plasma. 
Tunneling Measurements 
Current-voltage characteristic$ of junctions are measured with the· 
apparatus diagrammed in Figure 6 by recording on a Moseley 135 X-Y re-
corder the direct current through the junction provided by the variable 
de source and the voltage· across the junction me.asured by a Keithley 149 
electrometer. The Keithley electrometer allows usable full scale voltage 
recordings from 0.1 mV to 100 mV. The lower current range is limited by 
the recorder current sensitivity which is 0.5 µA/inch (3,5 µA f.s.). 
The curr~nt sensitivity is adjustable in a 1,2,5 sequence to 50 mA/inch. 
The de source resistance is one ohm plus the lead resistance which is 
about two ohms. 
The derivative dV/dI is measured by applying a small ac current of 
constant amplitude to the junction and monitoring the resultant ac volt..:. 
age appearing across the junction, This signal is then proportional to 
the junction resistance at the de bias point. The ac current source is 
transformer coupled in series with .the low impedance de source to main-
tain a high ac source impedance, which is neverthe+ess reduced by the 
presence of the inductive suscepta~ce of the transformer secondary. This 
reactance is therefore resonated at the ac signal frequency with the 
capacitance to accomplish two purposes: raise the source impedance of 
the 990 Hz signal to near 200 kn and reduce noise and interference by 
FREQUENCY LOCK IN 
SYNTHESIZER I I AMPLIFIER I I X-Y 
VARIABLE 
DC 
SOURCE 
DC 
REF. INPUT OUTPUT 
CALIBRATED 
ATTENUATOR 
SELECTOR 
SWITCHES 
l~I 
JUNCTION 
RECORDER 
Y INPUT 
MICROVOLTMETER 
Figure 6. Circuit for Junction Testing 
XINPUT 
N 
l.n 
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shunting the noise at frequencies away from resonance. The 990 Hz signal 
frequency was chosen to be between the 16th and 17th harmonics of 60 Hz. 
The current and voltage pickoff transformers·are toroidally wound 
high Q transformers with Q's near 200 at the 990 Hz operating frequency. 
Due to the high Q, stabilities of frequency,inductance, and capacitance 
are important·to reduce phase shifts and resultant amplitude errors, 
Since·the permeability of the transformer core~ are temperature.sensi ..... 
tive, the transformers are wrapped in·high permeability shielding foil 
to reduce hum pickup, mounted with the resonating capacitors on a·copper 
block, surrounded by copper sheeting and isolated by insulating supports 
within the chassis of the test circqit, With such precautions to reduce 
effects of ambient temperature fluctuations, there were still phase 
shifts of ten degrees over perio4s of 4 hours as measured by the PAR 
Lock-In Amplifier for the worst case condition of an open circuit, i.e., 
the effective junction impedance infinite •. 
The copper block upon which the resonant'circuits were mounted was 
then temperature controlled by the circuit sho~·in.Figure 7, The 
thermistor is the temperature sensor and is in a bridge arranged so that 
increasing thermistor resist.ance causes current flow in the 2Nl724 
transistor. This transistor is mounted.directly on.the copper.block and 
is the heating element. The use of the transistor as the heating ele-
ment rather than a.resistor whose current .would be controlled by the 
transistor results in a power dissipation which is directly proportional. 
to the bridge unbalance rather than tlle square of the unbalance, and a 
greate.r sensitivity at smalLunbalance conditions, The 100 mfd feedback 
capacitor reduces the response speed of the circuit and stabilizes its 
operation. Without'the capacitor the circuit.oscillates at.about 2cycles 
125k 
1%. 
Thermistor 
274 
1% 
810 
1% 
l.u\SB 
+ 
lOOmF 
2sv 
6.8k 
2N722 
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-75Vdc 
6 1N3029B H 
?500mF ----· 775 
75V + 
Figure 7. Circuit of Temperature Controller 
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per second when connected to the copper block. Short term fluctuations 
from the contro.1 · temperature (nominally 30°C) are estimated by the heat-
ing current fluctuations and are found to be within o.02°c. 
The current-voltage characteristicei of lower. resistance 'junctions 
can be displayed on an oscilloscope with the .circuit diagrammed in Figure 
8. The resistance limit is determined by two requirements that the junc-
tion resistance be much less than 1) the current sensing resistor (10. 
ohms in the figure) and 2) the.input impedance of the transformer which 
is 25 ohms shunted by frequency dependent reactances. The 25 ohms re-
sistance is the reflected resistance of the 8KQ resistor in the ·secondary 
which was necessary to damp the resonance of the transformer and leads. 
The shunt inductance and capacitance of the transformer cause phase 
shifts and frequency dependent attenuations whose effect on the oscillo-
scope display can be minimized by optimizing the driving frequency and 
using the minimum current drive necessary for the particular observation 
of interest. 
Thermal Envirpnment 
The tunneling junctions are tested at room temperature, in liquid 
nitrogen (77°K) and in liquid helium (4.2°K) during preliminary testing 
and in a pumped helium bath for the lower.temperature measurements to 
0 1.2 K. The sample holder, a photograph of which appears in·Figure 9, is 
designed to be innnersed in a liquid helium storage dewar to allow quicker 
measurements and more efficient use of liqutd helium. The preliminary 
testing proceeds as follows: 1) measurement of stripe and junction re-
sistance at room temperature, 2) innnersion of the sample in liquid ni-
trogen.and measurement of the same resistance, 3) quick transfer of the 
POWER 
AMPLIFIER 
FREQUENCY 
SYNTHESIZER 
'./ 
VERT. HORIZ., . 
CRO 
AMPLIFIER · 
Figure 8. Circuit for Oscilloscope Display of Current-
Voltage Characteristics 
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Figure 9. Photograph of Sample Holder · 
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sample to the liqui.d helium storage dewar and plot:ting of curreri.t"".voltage 
and derivative-voltage characteristics, 4) return· to U.qui4 · nitrogen 
storage. 
To obtain lower temperatures the helium bath in the dewar system 
(Figure l.O) is partially evaporated by a vacuum pump thus cooling the 
bath. With a Precision Scie~tific 1000 pump the lowest bath tempera-
tures lie between 1. 3° and 1. 2° Kelvin as mea$Ured by the helium vapor 
pressure. Because of the thermal conductivity of liquid helium below the 
>..-point the temperature of the tunneling junctions be the same as that· 
indicated at the surface of the bath by the helium vapor pressure (143, 
144). 
Magnetic Environment 
Magnetic.fields, may be applied either with the solenoid surrounding 
the sample or the 0-13kG electromagnet. When. no fields are.to be ap-
p].ied, the solenoid is removed from the dewar, the dewar $ystem is swung 
away from the electromagnet and the magnetic shielding can is placed 
over the dewar to shield the earth's field. 
Alignment of the sample with the field of the electromagnet is 
accomplished by reflecting the light beam from a laser off the surface 
of the slide. The laser itself is initially aligned by reflecting the 
beam back on itself from a mirror held at right;: angles to one of the 
magnet pole faces by a precision right.angle block. For this alignment 
0 the magnet, which rotates on its base, is in.the 90 position. The 
sample in the dewar is then substituted for the right angle reflector. 
and is rotated until the.light is again reflected back on itsel,.f. Be-
cause of refraction by the liquid nitrogen or liquid helium filled dewars, 
. 
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Figure 10. Dewar a~d Magnet Systems. A) Liquid 
helium, B) liquid nitrogen, C) 
magnetic shield, D) sample can,· 
E) solenoid, F) pole face 0-13kG 
magnet. 
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the angle.at ·which the·light strikes the dewars should be normal to the 
' 
surfaces and can.be checked by observing the rather broa~·reflection. 
from the curved and more irregular dewar surfaces. When the·sample is 
inside the solenoid and the film is not visible, the beam is reflected 
from a flat on the solenoid which is in turn aligned with the sample 
slide by a tongue which slips between the two sides 9f· the sample holder 
just below the sample. 
The magnitude of the magnetic fields are.determined for the.two 
magnets by different methods, The large electromagnet·field is measured 
by a rotating coil gaussmeter and the.solenoid field by measurement.of 
the solenoid current and field calculation from the solenoid.geometry. 
By treat:L.ng the solenoid as a collection of single turn loops, in-
tegrating over the.winding volume, and keeping the lowest order terms 
in radii·to length ratios, one.finds that the.axial'field can'be written 
as 
w nI 2 + B (Z) = --2.- [ (1 al - al a2 
axial i - ( ·12 1 + 1 _ jJ 
- z>2 c!:.. + z>2 2 
where a1 and a2 are.the inside and.outside radii of the solenoid, i is 
its length and Z is the distance away from the center·along·the solenoid 
axis. The effect of _the correction terms in the equation is to reduce 
the.solenoid.sensitivity from the 5.277 G/mA value for an infinite 
solenoid to 5.06 G/mA at t;he center and 5.05 G/mA 0.2 inches away from 
the center, the approximate locations of the three junctions in the 
configuration of Figure l when the sample is inside the solenoid, 
CHAPTER, !II 
TUNNELI:NG IN Pb-I-Pb JUNCTIONS 
Single Particle Tunneling Eftects 
A c9mparison of tunnelip.g between.superaonductors and between nor~ 
mal metals· reveals the striking difference in Figure TL (a) • Here the 
current voltage characteristic~ of a.lead~lead oxide-lead junction at 
4.2°K in the earth's magnetic ·fidd and in.a field large enough to de-, 
stroy the superconducting state clearly show the_effect of .the super-
conducting energy gap.which had·been measured only indirectly through 
heat cc:inducti:vity and specific.heat: experiments befol;'e use of tunneling 
measurements (145, 146). The-sharp inc~ease in conductivity near 2.6 mV 
reflects the very high density of.superconducting states at the band 
edge; which is in qualitative agreement with the weak cqupling limit. 
theory of.BCS (19) who predict a square root .discontinuity in the den-
E 
sity of states of the form N(O) - . 2 ~, where N(O) is the normal· I E2 - A I . 
metal density of states at zero temperature, Eis the energy per elec-
tron measured from the Fermi level and.A is the energy gap parameter. 
The pair.tunneling current at zero bias is not visible in th:i,s plot. 
The tunneling e:x;periment can be easily visualized by the .. semicon-
dcutor model of Figure +2. The ground state of the superconductor has 
all of the pair.states below t;;h.e energy gap filled and all. of the ex-
cited states above the gap empty. 0 At temperatures above OK single 
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a Pb-I-Pb Junction at 4.2°K 
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particles are.thermally excited according to Fetmi-Dirao statistics, 
above the gap leaving behind vacant pair states, 
ev 
L_ 
- - - - - - - - - - - Ef 
Energy 
..,____ _ _ 
> 
density of states density of states 
Figure 12. Semiconductor Model of Tunneling Experiment 
When the relative energies of the states on the left are increased 
by application of an emf between the superconductors; equilibrium is 
disturbed and a tunneling current appears which depends upon the number 
of available particles and vacant states and the matrix elements between 
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the initial and final states. 
As the junction bias is increased from zero, the current, initially 
due to thermally excited single particles and to -lower probability pair 
tunneling mechanisms, is small.. But when the bias is ·increased so that 
eV = 2A, direct tunneling from the dense pair states into the equally 
dense excited states at the band edge becomes possible and the current 
suddenly rises in the sharp step which is the distinguishing feature of 
superconductor-superconductor tunneling. With further increases in volt~ 
age more of the vacant states on the.right become available and the 
characteristic looks ohmic, 
The semiconducto.r model as used does not .include a. means of handling 
momentum of the tunneling particles. This is not a serious hindrance as 
conservation of energy is the.most important consideration in.supercon-:-
ducting tunneling experiments since a good accounting of the energy in 
the tunneling process, whether a photon or phonon is radiated or absorbed 
or whether the tunneling is elastic, is sufficient for description. 
Momentum and energy cannot simultaneously be conserved in elastic tunnel-
ing except in special cases and, since the momentum of an electron in a 
solid is only defined in the bulk for a given set of interaction with 
the lattice and other electrons, it is not surprising that momentum con-
servation is unimportant through a tunneling barrier which is laden with 
surfaces, 
That the currents at junction voltages less than 2A/e are due pri-
marily to thermally excited particles is demonstrated in Figure 13, where 
0 0 the low voltage region of a sample at 4,2 Kand 1.7 K. are·compared. A 
rough estimate of the amount of current due to thermally excited single 
particles can be made by approximating the density of states of the 
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superconductor as two narrow band~ on either side of the gap. This is 
not a bad approximation because of the relatively high density of states 
near the band and the exponential decrease of excited states away from 
the band edge. The ratio of excited state current to the current at· 
0 
voltages just above the band edge at 4,2 K for a half gap of 1.3 meV 
should by this model be 0.028. The measured ratio, which is very con-
sistent between films without excess currents, is 0.026 - 0,031 depend-
ing upon the exact point on the knee of the I-V curve which is designate_d 
as the step height. 
I 
(arb) 
V(mV) 
0 4.2 K 
2.73 
Figure 13. Temperature Variation of Low emf Tunneling Current 
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The derivative dI/dV is a good representation of the density of 
states as a function .of energy since as the junction bias is increased 
a·small amount cV, the.tunneling current increases an amount cSI which is 
proportional to the number of vacant states in the energy band ecV at 
the energy E = eV~ 
There are other contriputions to the derivative due to·variation of 
the density of pair states away from the band edge'in the superconductor 
from which the tunneling particles originate, but these variations.pro-
duce.smaller and more gradual changes in the derivative because the 
density of states change across the band edge is much larger and sharper. 
If an accurate measure of the density of states is desired, it is neces-
sary to use a normal metal as the particle source, since the density of 
occupied states in the normal.metal is reasonably constant up to the 
Fermi level. The resolution at any given temperature is reduced since 
the thermal spread at the Fermi level in the normal metal ·is not reduced 
by the presence of a superconducting gap. 
Although the derivative dI/dV is a desirable quantity to measure 
directly, it is experimentally more difficult to obtain so.the quantity 
plotted as a function of junction bias in these experiments is dV/dI. 
The high resistance (low conductance) at low voltages, sharp low resist-
ance dip at eV = 2.64 meV, and the approximately ohmic behavior above 
occur in Figure ll(b) much as would be expected. The minimum.in the 
derivative can be used as a well defined measure of the energy gap. 
One feature which is not explained by the simple model which has 
been discussed to the point is the structure around 7 mV. In Figure 14 
an expanded plot of the derivative over a range up to 27 mV shows the 
predominant features induced in the density excited of states through 
dV 
-di 
l 
0 5 ' 10 15 
V (mV) 
. 20 25 
Figure 14. Expanded Derivative.in the Region of Phonon Density Effects 
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the electron-phonon interaction. The energies of the peaks in the trans-
verse and longitudinal phonon spectra of lead are'4,5 and 8 meV respec~ 
tively and correspond well to the minima in the observed structure if 
energies are. measured :l;rom eV = A, i.e •. , the Fermi lev:el of the super-. 
conductor in.to which the tunneling occurs. The electron-electr.on inter-
action which is responsible for pair formation and which is assumed 
SJ11all and instant:aneous in the BCS limit, is n~it};ler for energy levels 
near the maxim.um energies of.the lattice modes whic}:i: participate.in the 
attraction. This·leads to an energy gap paratll.etet which is complex and 
a function of frequency. The· imaginary component of .. this parameter 
appears in the density of states as calculated by Eliashberg (31), giving 
rise to variations in the,density of states as phonon densities .vary,· A 
full analysis is given in.references·32 to 46. 
This phonon structure is very reproducible between junctions, not. 
varying with temperature in.any significant way~ ·and not varying with 
field except to be smeared as tl;l.e edge of .the energy gap.is correspond-
ingly smeared, This constancy should. be expected from an effect which 
is controlled primarily by lattice vibrations being temperature and 
field insensitive. 
Pair Tunneling Effects .. 
The characteristic curves which have been discussed to this point: 
have had pair tunneling effects suppressed or the ·sensitiv±ti.es were not 
appropriate for their observation. There are thrE!e pair·tunneling ef-
fects which can be easily observed in a superconductor-superconductor 
experiment and which .will :be discussed with particular reference to the 
detailed information about the tunneling junction which they can give. 
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These effects are: Josephson current; Fiske modes. and subharmonic 
structure. 
JosephsQn Current 
Josephson's (52) theoretical prediction of a tunneling supercurrent· 
arose out of extending the long range order of the superconducting state 
over a weak link, such as a tunneling junction. It is necessary for an 
understanding of Josephson's concepts to have an acquaintance with what 
is meant by long range order in the superconducting state and how it is 
described. The Meissner·(l47) effect of expulsion of·riragnetic fields 
from superconductors was strong evidence that the superconducting phase 
was a unique state that extends throughout the material. The macroscopic 
electromagnetic equations of the Londons (148, 149) which described the 
Meissner effect and the fact·that magnetic ·fields actually.do penetrate 
-6 the superconductor a characteristic distance A, 3.9 x 10 cm for lead 
as measured by Lock (lSp~ indeed regarded the material as completely nor-
mal or completely superconducting. Since· the intermediate state had 
been observed in which some regions of the superconductor were in the 
normal'state and adjacent regions were in the superconducting state, a 
limit on the extent of the superconducting phase was necessaiy. This 
limit appeared in the Ginzburg-Landau (151) theory in which a spatially 
-+ dependent, complex order parameter ~(r) was defined so as to be analogous 
to a wave function for superconductivity, with the absolute square 
[~(;)[ 2 equal to the superfluid density of the two fluid.model of super-
conductivity. The imposition of gauge invariance upon the supercurrent 
-+ 
expression written in terms of ,(r) leads directly to the London penetra~ 
tion depth when the system free energy is minimized. The magnitude of 
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the gradient of~ is limited to the order of 1/,;, thus guaranteeing a 
long range order which is limited in,extent to.;, the coherence length~ 
Josephson assumed that the phase~ of the complex order parameter 
~ which obeys 
2..1 = - 2µii at (1) 
whereµ is the chemical potential, is coupled across a weak link in such 
a manner that gauge invariance is preserved: 
= 
2e 2 -r + ~ - ~ - - f A • dr 2 1 .fie 1 
where 1 and 2 indicate adjacent points on oppos"ite sides of ,the link, 
and A is the electromagnetic vector potential. It is this last term 
which is responsible for the magnetic field effects.· The result is the 
prediction of a de supercurrent which is proportional to the sin~~, 
J = J sin M 
s O 
where the spatial variation across the tunneling junction is given by 
1 
= --2 sin -ti¢ • 
AJ 
The quantity AJ' called the Josephson penetration depth, is the charac-
teristic distance which a magnetic field penetrates into the barrier 
region and is given by 
= 
where dis the barrier thickness. And J is given by. · 
0 
J 
0 
= [ 'IT ll.(T) ONT 
2e . ] tanh [A(T)/21<:T], 
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oNT is the normal tunneling conductance per unit·area, an~ 1<: is the 
Boltzmann constant. [According to Ful.ton an~ McCumber (63) strong cou"'." 
pling effects in Pb will reduce the maximum current tp 78.8% of the 
weak coupling limit.] The integral of Jover the.junction area gives 
the total supercurrent through the junction which in the limit·af junc~. 
tion dimensions small with respect to AJ' gives a·diffract:Lftft .... lilc;.~ de-
pendence upon applied magnetic field, 
I. • I !(sin 'IT w/w )~'IT w/w >I 
s o o1 o 
where.tis the magnetic flux in the junction, and w is one flux quantum 
0 
~o = ~- = 2.07 ~ 10-7 G cm2 
Since a parallel magnetic field penetrates the superconducting film on. 
either side of the barrier an effective distance A, the flux in the 
barrier is 
~ = H w (2A + d), 
and the periodicity of the diff~action pattern gives a measure of A, 
being on the order of hundreds of Angstroms whiled is on the order of 
tens of Angstroms, 
However, when the junction dimensions are no longer small, the self 
fields of the supercurrent tend to exclude the tunneling current from 
the center of the junction, until in the large junction limit the cur-
rent decreases exponentially away from the edge with a characteristic 
length AJ (152, 153). The result is a linear dependence of tunneling 
current upon field as is shown in Figure 15. Owen and Scalapino (151) 
write the initial dependence of supercurrent upon.magnetic,field for a 
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simple model of two colinear strips separated by a tunneling barrier as 
where Wis the length of the edge along which the tunneling occurs, and 
His the field applied parallel to that edge. Comparing the well de-
fined slope indicated by the arrow with that obtained from the above 
equation, 
dI 
s 
dH = 
c 
- (-) w 4'11' 
one begins as the effective width .026 mm, about one fifth of the stripe 
width. Conceptually, one could proceed to calculate AJJo by.using the 
zero field current. Since J is determined by easily measured quanti-o . 
ties, AJ could then be calculaied, from which the London'penetration 
depth of the film could be obtained. However, that procedure does not 
seem to be justified .until the reason that the apparent edge length is 
only one fifth of the actual length is resolved: whether.variation of 
barrier thickness across the width causes variation in tunneling proba-
bility in which case the value used for J would be wrong, or whether 
0 
the colinear model simply does not give better precision for the cross 
configuration. 
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Fiske Modes 
With application of an emf across the junction, the difference.in 
Fermi levels produces a time varying phase difference according to 
Equation 1), 
= 
2 (flµ) 
i1 
2eV 
= --
.fl . 
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2eV 
and the current oscillates at a frequency w = 7, This is·consistent 
' 
with the fact that a tunneling pair must lose energy flE = 2eV, which is 
radiated as a photon, The frequency of this radiation can be very high 
since the constant 2e/h is equal to 0.48 gigahertz per microvolt~ 
Evidence of the oscillating supercurrent is seen as steps in the 
I-V characteristic shown in Figure 16(a), These steps correspond to 
electromagnetic resonances of the tunneling junction as an open end 
strip line, The two sets of steps corresponding to resonant modes in 
the two different junction dimensions are not detectable in the I-V plot, 
possibly because one set is suppressed by the magnetic field (79), The 
second set does appear in the derivative plot in 16(b), where the de-
crease in resistance due to the narrow dimension resonances are indi-. 
cated by arrows, The ratio of.the average voltages between minima for 
the two sets is 0.0861, while the ratio of.the nominal junction dimen-
sions is close at 0.0795, so one can be assured that the proper dimenl-
sion will be associated with a given voltage difference, 
Coon and Fiske (79) gives the form for the electromagnetic wave. 
velocity within the barrier as 
c 
v = 
le:. (211. + d)/d 
a 
256 
I (mA) 
o .... __ ...,. ____ _. ____ ..._ __ ..,.. ..... ________________________ ......, 
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Figure 16. fiske Modes Detected in the Characteristics 
of the Junction of Figure 15 
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where e:, the dielectric constant reduces the velocity in the same amount 
as in bulk materials, while the penetration of 1;:he magnetic field into 
the superconductor reduces the velocity by heavy inductive loading, 
Since the open end line has a resonance at each integral number of half 
wavelengths, the resonant · frequencies are . 
n,rv 
w = 
n R, n = 1,2,3 .• ~·, 
and since·2ev = ~w, the ratio v/c is given by 
v 
- .. 
c 
2e(oV)R. 
,rfic 
where R, is the appropriate junction dimension, and oV is the emf dif-
ference between steps. 
Because the tunneling probability is expected to fall off exponen-
tially with d the barrier thickt1ess, in analogy with simple barrier solu-
tions, the tunneling resistance should be a sensitive measure of rela-
tive changes ind. To investigate the barrier thickness dependence in 
Fiske's velocity expression, the square of the ratio v/c is plotted as a 
function of junction resistance for several junctions.in Figure 17. The 
legend ·indicates whether the junction is Pb-I-Pb or contains Fe, and 
whether the characteristics are ideal or show signs of excess currents, 
None of the junction types show any consistent dependence on the junc-
tion resistance; Representing the insulator as a·square potential 
barrier.of height eVB and wiqth de gives a junction conduc;tance exponen-
tial ind for low tunneling probability, 
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and d can be written from the velocity expression by Fiske as 
d = 
where d «"'the expected variation with the velocity is. 
0 
Using Locke's value, A= 390A and order of magnitude numbers, E = 10, 
2 2 3 
and VB= 2 volts, one can estimate the coefficient of v /c as 10 , 
which gives the slope of the dotted line in Figure 16. The fact that 
the observed electromagnetic velocity is virtually independent of junc-
tion resistance indicates that the insulator thickness which determines 
the junction capacitance is different than that which determines the 
tunneling probability and is also less sensitive to oxidation time. 
This would be the effect if the oxide is inhomogeneous, with capacitance 
determined by the average of the reciprocal of the thickness and the. 
tunneling by the average of a~ exponential function of the thickness. 
Subharmonic Structure 
A feature which appears in a large number of junctions is always 
associated with excess currents.- The characteristic$ of two junctions 
in Figure 18, show excess currents in the I-V characteristics and the 
subharmonic structu.re clearly in the derivative. The excess currents 
below eV = 2~ are probably due to small metallic shorts especially in 
the second junction which shows no extra conductivity at the gap edge. 
A bridge forms a weak link between the superconductors which couples 
them more strongly than the tunneling junction. However, the presence 
I 
!!Y 
dl 
0 
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Figure 18. Subharmonic Stru~ture in Two Junctions 
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of the metallic bridge is not necessary for the appearance of excess 
currents. and l:,Ubha:rmonic structure as was demonstrated by Gia.ever (84) 
with Cd S barriers which allowed variation of the tunneling probability 
within. the same junction. The fact that· a junction shows subharmonic. 
structure, sometimes only detectable in the derivative _is thus-an.indi-
cation that there are regions within the barrier thin enough that the 
matrix elemertt .between the states on either side of the junction can no 
longer be considered small, and the.non-linear effects of Josephson. 
tunneling appear. A weak effect at 6./e as in Figur:e ll(b), ·appears in 
all junctions tested, and may be due to the multiparticle tunneling 
mechanism proposed by Burstein (85) rather than the self detection 
mechanism. 
CHAPTER IV 
FERROMAGNETIC MATERIAL IN. TUNNELING JUNCTIQNS 
The first part of this chapter is devoted to the experiments with_ 
the more tractcl,ble results. A study is made_ of the proximity effect· 
be~ween iron and lead as measured by a tunneling probe on the opposite 
side of the lead. Cooper pairs with energies in the vicinity of, the 
Fermi level are detected for a.wide range of lead thicknesse~ but the 
current due to these particles is found to decrease exponentially with 
increasing lead: film thickness. This distance dependence is associated 
with the coherence l,ength of the superconducting lead. 
Experiments which are less well understood are.discussed in the. 
second part of the chapter. Myriads of interesting effects cqme from 
tunneling studies which are unfortunately often ill characterized and 
sometimes only seen in one sample, A few examples are chosen-and some 
hypotheses proffered. 
The-junctions used in this investigation have Pb on either side of 
the barrier with the ferromagnetic .film either between the lead films 
or external to the tunneling junction. These different ar-rangements 
allow one to use the tunneling junc.tion as a probe into the behavior of 
a Pb film whose opposite side is in contact with a ferromagnetic film or 
vice versa. Of interest also, is whether there are unusual interactions· 
with the tunneling current itself as it passes through a thin ferromag-
netic layer. Diagrams of all.the arrangements used are in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19. Diagrams of Film Configurations 
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Since iron and nickel oxidize more slowly than lead, the · tunneling proba-
bility through the ferromagnetic ·metal oxide will be much higher (- 103) 
than through the lead oxide produced simultaneously in configurations C 
(2) and F. The same result of higher probability of tunneling in the 
region of the ferromagnetic film is also true for configurations D (2) 
and G because the evaporation of the ferromagnetic film over lead oxide 
reduces the tunneling resistance again by orders of magnitude. However, 
there is less confidence in the current distribution because of lack of 
knowledge of the nature of the damage to the oxide. 
Iron...:tead Tunneling and the Proximity Effect 
The simplest arrangement is a tunneling junction with iron and lead 
forming the conductors and an insulator be.tween. The characteristics of 
the two samples of this configuration have no startling features and look 
like normal metal-:-superconductor tunneling, as can be seen for on.e sample 
in Figure 20. The energy gap A.as measured at the maximum conductance 
point of .the curve is larger.than is measured in.superconductor-super-
conductor junctions being 1.50 meV an tunneling from Fe to Pb and 1.55 
meV is the opposite direction. This apparent difference in A is artifact 
of·superconductor-superconductor tunneling, and the moving of the peak 
in occupied .states over the peak in vacant 13tates as V ;:: 26./e. The 
slightly higher conducta~ce at the band edge for Fe to Pb tunneling is 
reproduced in all samples also. There are no signs of superconducting 
states lying within the gap since the ste~pness of the .characteristic · 
at the band edge fits that predicted from the thermal spread about the 
Fermi level in Fe exactly within the accuracy of the determination (~2%). 
The phonon structure in Pb is clearly reflected in the characterist:i;.c. 
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The general decrease in tunneling resista~ce with increasing emf con-
tinue.s beyond, the range plotted in the figure until in t.he range 20 mV 
to 90 mV the tunneling current becomes approximately exponential in 
junction emf. This is a prope;rty of the iron oxide barrier and has 
been observed in tunneling junctions with several metals (154). The 
magnetic field dependence·of the tunneling characteristic: shows no sud-
den transitions.caused by switching of the magnetic film and shows'the 
usual smearing of the energy gap as the magnetic field penetrates the 
superconductor. In summary, the superconductor does not seem to be af-
fected by the presence of the iron fi.lm when separated by the iron oxide 
barrier. 
When a ferromagnetic.film is deposited adjacent to one 0£ the lead 
films, a conductivity appears at eV = A increasing to eV'• 2A due to a 
broadening of the superconducting state by the magneti~ film. Several M-
Pb-I-Pb (configuration B) films.were made and the derivative-voltage 
characteristic in Figure 21 contains some general features: 
(1) The depressed energy gap which is easily compared in this 
sample to that in the regions of the lead which has no Ni adjacent. 
(2) Increased conductivity over an ordinary lead-lead junction for 
eV < 2A. 
(3) The conductivity around eV =Atypical of a normal metal in-
dicating that the energy gap is gone. 
(4) Pair tunneling effects, supercurrents (not shown on derivative 
plot) and Fiske modes. In these samples it is not clear that the pair 
effects are not entitely from the regions of the lead not in contact with 
the magnetic film. Since the size of these regions is about 0,4 mm and 
0 
the coherence length in lead is only about 900A, those regions should act 
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independently except for magnetic field effects •. 
Both in the case of magnetic impurities within the bulk of a super-
conductor and of a magnetic ,film on the surface, the spread of the edge 
of the superconducting energy gap is due to a reduction of the pair 
·lifetimes by scattering from the magnetic ·material (109-111, 113) •. A 
difference in the two is that the gapless region in the bulk as pre-
dieted by Abrikosov and Gorikov (110) requires .a rather critical con-
centration of magnetic impurity, i.e., greater than 91% of that necessary 
to destroy superconductiyity altogether. However, gaplessness can be 
induced by. proximity with a magnetic film over a wide range of film · 
thickness and supercqnducting effects can still be observed. 
A conductivity ratio R0 is defined to be the ratio of the conduc-
tivity in the stationary region just above 6./e to that in the stationary 
region just above 2A/e and is a measure of the percentage of states at 
the Fermi level or the "degree of gaplessness". This quantity is plotted 
for four films as a function of the adjacent Pb film thickness in Figure 
22. At ·large film th.icknesses the measured density of states at the 
center of the gap falls off exponentially with increasing film thick-
ness, as would be expected for a penetration phenomenon. A natural 
question is whether this extra conductivity due to Cooper pairs whose 
energy lies near the Fermi level, or to single particles penetrating 
from a normal region in the immediate vicinity of the Fe. The slope of 
0 
log R vs. Pb thickness gives a characteristic length 935A, which is 
a 
. 0 
consistent with the breakover near lOOOA. This change from the exponen-,. 
tial relationship is expected when the film is.no longer·thick'. wit:h re-
spect to the coherence length and the superconducting state can be 
eharacterized by uniform parameters throughout. l'hus there is good 
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0 
reason to associate the 935A length with the superccinducti~g coherence 
length in which cas1;1 the .states near the Fermi level are pair states 
which cause the extra conductivity. Stronger evidence cc;,mes.from the 
slope of the derivative from 2ll/e down to t::,./e which shows.that the den-
sity of states decreases monotorti~ally between.these points~ It ·is. 
therefore inferred that the conductivity is due to pair states which are 
spread across the _gap, rather than ephermeral electrons whose density 
would be constant in energy~ 
Correspondi~g curves for different materials deposited adjacent to 
the lead should give the same limiting slope, if the model. is correct. 
If the excess conductivity is due to. transiet)t single particl1;1s, a junc-
tion of the fol,1ll ~-Pb-I-Pb-M showing zero bias conductivity due·the 
proxim;l.ty effect shoul.d not generate strong Fiske modes. in the charac-
terd.1:1tic near zero, in.the same sense that thermally excited particl,es 
do. not. If, however, the proxi'lllity effect induces a large number of 
pairs near the Fermi level, the tunneling characteristic.should show 
electromagnetic resonances in the junction. Thermal .spread at the Fermi 
level might interfere by allowing direct, non-radiative tunneling. The 
presence of Josephson currents is nqt·a proof of the nature of the parti~ 
cle in questi.on since these currents can arise from the large number of 
pairs known to be present at _the edge of the gap. 
Varic;,us Effects in Superconducting Junctions 
Containing Ferromagnetic Mate;ial 
When the iron is evaporated so as to be between the lead the 
tunneling behavior becomes more complicated, partially because of the 
nature of the tunneling barriers. The·evaporation Qf iron or nickel. 
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films only a few angstroms thick reduces. the resistance ;of lead oxide 
layers by orders of magnitude and, since there are increases in bridge-
like behavior, in a non-uniform manner. The oxidation of the:iron or· 
nickel reduces the magnetic film thickness and produces ·oxides.which may 
be ferromagnetic~ antiferromagnetic, or neither. To achieve a minimum 
coµpling between the.lead and irori and hopefully to investigate.the ef-
feet of.a ferromagnetic film isc;,lated within a barrier some.samples in 
0 
configuration E were made. The Pb films were approximately 4000A thick 
thus being effectively infinitely thick as far a~ coher.ertce properties 
are concerned. The two sall).ple curves in Figure 23 are quite different 
in that the junctic;,n in Figllre 23(a) has a voltage dependence of. con-. 
ductance above ~/e typical of a Pb-I-Pb sample.and that in (b) has a. 
conductance comparable to a norml;ll met:;al-supercon4,ucto.r junction and 
nearly the same magnitulie as above 2A/e. However, near the ·energy gap 
(b) looks very Pb-I-Pb.like with no spread of energies, and the edge of 
the band gap in (a) is broadened distinctly downward about 0.1 mV. There 
may Qe ohmic.conduction between the Fe film and the Pb layer in (b) to 
prc;,duce the.normal metal-superconc;luctqr tunneling behavior. 
0 
In one of the sample films which has a thermally oxidized 160A Fe 
layer an extra conductanc~ with the appearance of a second energy gap 
0.15 mV below the reduced gap appeared the.first time the film was test-. 
ed. As a parallel field was applied the :resistance·dip broadened and 
moved downward in.voltage at the rate of 2.27 µV/Oersted, until it moved 
irtto the stru~ture abqve A/e. It did not reappear when the field was 
reversed or applied normal to the film. The iron was deposited with a 
stray magnetic field of approximately 90G is the vicinity of the film 
which should produce an easy axis in the iron film. A possible c1;1use of 
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Figure 23. Derivative Curves for Two Pb-I-Fe~I-Pb Samples 
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the reduced gap is an orientation of domains in.the iron film to produce 
a larger interaction with a region of the Pb film. flux penetration 
does not seem to be a likely mechanism since a magnetic field applied to 
a Pb-I-:Pb film primarily produces broadening of .the energy gap more than 
shifts in energy. 
Two junctions with an iron film in.contact with one of .the lead 
films and an oxide between the iron film and the other lead film have ·the 
tunnelin$ structu.re pictured in ·Figure 24. The first film has the iron 
oxidized and the lead deposited on-top and the second vice versa. The 
proximity effect is much reduced and the primary change from a Pb-I-Pb 
junction is the increased tunneling currents at A/e corresponding to 
R = 0.038, a much SIJlaller value than would be expected from the results 
a 
with iron on the side away from the junction. The author believes that· 
the ix-on film was nearly completely oxidized to reduce the effect so 
drastically. 
The second film shows strong subharmonic structure and supercurrents 
due to damage to the lead oxide layer during Fe evaporation. Appearance 
much like this perhaps with the subharmonic structure above ~/e somewhat 
suppressed by Fe to Pb tunneling, is typical of junctions made in this 
configuration. 
The junction would have been considered a failure and discarded if 
it were not. for the resistance peaks at 3.35 and 3.89 mV~ Application. 
of a magnetic field caused the derivative to bloom with the resistance 
peaks shown for fields around 2kG in the lower part of the figure. The 
pea~ position seems to depend relatively critically upon magnetic field 
orientation and could not be reproduced if the sample can were moved. 
The peak voltages are plotted in Figure 25 as a function of parallel 
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magnetic field~ The peak position at a field value of,l.99 kG was check-
ed for temperature dependence, the effect of increasing the junction 
temperature from 1.46 to 2.05 °K is quite similar for nearly all of the 
peaks to increasing the magnetic field from 1.99 to near 2.13 kG. The 
temperature dependence and the fact that all moving peaks disappear al-· 
together at a field of 3kG indicate an origin associated with the.super'."' 
conducting state and probably with the bridging~ But what is not.clear 
is whether the magnetic film is active in the process or simply produced 
the bridges originally. 
Another type of peak was observed in a much better understood 
sample, specifically 11227J3 which had the thinnest adjacent Pb film .in 
the proximity series (Figure 26). The very sharp high resistance spikes 
in Figure 24(a) are superimposed on the phonon struc~ure pattern which 
was much reduqed and broadened because of the lack of a sharp band edge. 
The breadth of the spikes decreased as the field increased until,at the 
4.9 and 7.0 kG fields, it be~ame difficult to adjust the bias emf with-
out passing completely through a peak before the derivative system could 
respond, An attempt was made to track the 13 mV peak at 4.9 kG for 
small field charges, but with a field charge of 50 G the peak disappeared 
and could not be found even when the field was returned to the former 
nominal value. The persistence of the spikes for above the critical 
field makes involvement of the superconducting state less likely, None-
theless spin wave resonances in the iron film could. conceivably couple 
into the density of superconducting states because of the strong inter-
action between magnetic phenomena and superconductivity, but a pattern 
of behavior for the peak~ must be established to che~k any hypotheses~ 
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CHAPTER··V 
SUMMA.RY AND SUGGESTED FURTHER WORK 
This study has reviewed tunneling in superconducting lead junctions 
with particular emphasis upon the interaction of ferromagnetic material 
with the superconc;lucting state~ · Experimental techniques were described 
for the fabrication of samples and methods of measurement. A survey of 
observed.phenomena in lead-lead oxide-lead junctions indicated methods 
of junction characterization which are applicable to other junction 
types. A study of the proximity effect by_the tunneling technique has 
shown that the superconducting state modified by the adjacent ferromag-
netic film penetrates the lead a characteristic distance which is asso-
ciated with the coherence length of the superconc;lucting state. Some 
interesting effects which have been observed in junctions containing 
ferromagnetic material and their possible causes were discussed. 
W:i,.th th:1-s background of understanding of superconducting tunneling, 
the use of the tunneling junction as a detector and possibly a generator 
of acoustic signals would be a rea,sonable extension. The coupling be-
tween phonons and the superconducting pair .is intimate and some of the 
phenomena discus.sed in Chapter IV may be linked with phonon or magnon. 
interactions. Initially, the junction would be used as a detector of 
microwave phonons which would be generated by a quartz transducer.and 
propagated along a sapphire rod to the junction •. Detection of phonons 
by this technique has been observed but the steplike structure similar to 
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that from photon-irradiation was not observed. A possible technique to 
improve the sensitivity of the detector would be to make an interfero-
meter of two junctions upon which the phonon will impinge. The separa-
tion of the two barriers would be adjusted by choosing the proper film 
thicknesses to make the stress on one junction out of or in phase with 
the other. It is well known that an interferometer is very sensitive to 
changes in magnetic flux, but nothing is known about its sensitivity to 
acoustic stress. 
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